THE PROPHET .

As stated, it is not easy to choose the gift of the Prophet. My
intcepretation to what makes a Prophet, may conflict with accepted
civilized rules and procedures but take this into consideration, my
opinions are that of an Ancient descendant whò must go by laws that
created the first Prophet from Commissions handeddown from the CREASTOR,
GREAT SPIRIT.
HOW IS THIS? Because the Indian with his or her Medicine Wheel,
Prayer Wheel, Times of the Serpent and Clan Equations, and the Gau
prayers to the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT are done as prophesies, yet they
are not Prophets.
To explain the PROPHET from the concept of an Ancient mind to readers
that are a civilized mind, one must keep in mind, they are two separate
different _worlds of a lifestyle and one has to always remain on the Logic
Bridge so that communications will not be lost. If the civilized mind
understood this, eyes of understanding would be opened to a new wisdom.
Let me give a small example which anyone that has been around the
Indian has run across this situation.
When an American Indian marrys a race member of White, Black, Brown,
or Yellow background or ethnic, the marriage does not last because what had been _said by the Indian does not intreprete the
same by other races,
and the same rule applies the other way. This may not agree with other
races but let this be the test that shows how much oi' your original
culture has been lost and destroyed.
No matter how well an Indian tribe has accepted the Patriarch Society
system including the Tribal Enrollment, they are Matriarch Society by 
Genetics and cannot hide it. The woman rules and is not equal to the man,
but above and over the man.
No other ethnicmace or group can make such a claim. Just on this

